Say hello to the new National Board of ESN Norway!
They were elected during the National Platform in
Bergen, and started their mandates at the end of AGM
Costa Brava. After finished transition periods and
having served for almost a month in their positions, it’s
time to properly introduce them to the world…

! Here from the new NB’s first teambuilding session

Merry Ho
PRESIDENT

«My name is Merry, and I'm from Bergen, Norway. I'm
looking forward to use this opportunity to connect and
support our local sections, to encourage and assist in
student mobility, and to work toward the continuous
development and improvement of the ESN network.»

«I’m Victoria from Norway. I love politics, sunny
days in my city Bergen, traveling and ESN!

Victoria Engebretsen
VICE-PRESIDENT

As the VP I would like to make ESN Norway
greater connected both international and
internal with further developing our national
events, the national platforms and our projects
with our wonderful national coordinators!»

Sebastian Aguirre
SECTION MANAGER

«I’m Sebastian from Oslo, Norway. I would like to spend
my time as the Section Manager to improve the
cooperation between the sections and bridging the gap
between the local sections and the National Board. I look
forward to a memorable time as I now increase my
involvement in the wonderful ESN network!»

«I'm Sunniva Petersen from Arendal, Norway. As
the new National Representative, I am really
stoked about the opportunity to represent
Norway internationally and share information for
further knowledge for my Erasmus country. I look
forward for the chance to develop and to
continue improving our network on all levels!»

Sunniva Petersen
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

«I'm Daniel from Australia.
Looking at successfully forming
new partnerships with external
organisations to future proof the
fantastic work of ESN Norway.»

Daniel Wakeling
TREASURER & PARTNERSHIP MANAGER

«My name is Marie and I come from Bømlo, Norway.
During my mandate I aim to better communication
between ESN Norway and its sections and members,
reach out to anyone who’s interested about what’s going
on with us and generally spread excitement and
enthusiasm about our organization through the various
channels we use.»

Marie Rusten Moldøen
COMMUNICATION MANAGER

Ida Marie Norin
WEB PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR

«Hi! I'm Ida from Kragerø in southern Norway. I am really
looking forward to getting to know more of our sections
and the wonderful people who make ESN Norway what it
is. As the WPA I wish to provide a platform and culture for
improved communication and knowledge sharing between
all the sections of ESN Norway, as well as between the
local and the national level.»

